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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

SCOTLAND’S CONSTRUCTION SECTOR INQUIRY  

SUBMISSION FROM Scottish Decorators’ Federation 

  

Economic impact of the sector  

1. How important is the construction sector in Scotland as an economic enabler? If 

possible, please provide evidence of knock-on multiplier impacts at local, regional and 

national levels, and explore the impact of the sector on national GDP performance.  

2. What are the causes of the sector’s productivity challenges? Can you suggest possible 

solutions?  

3. How effective is Scotland’s construction supply chain? Explore areas of gaps, 

duplication, etc.  

4. What is the future economic outlook and implications of Brexit on the sector? 

5. The UK Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund and the linked Sector Deal for construction 

aim to address issues such as improving procurement practices, skills, exports and 

innovation. How do these impact on Scotland?  

Access to finance  

6. What are the sources of and barriers to accessing finance in the sector? We would 

welcome perspectives from all sizes of businesses from micro through to Tier 1.  

7. What are your views on payment terms and payment behaviours across the sector?  

8. How effective is the financial management of large scale infrastructure projects and the 

mechanisms used e.g. project bank accounts?  

Skills  

9. Does the sector’s skills planning model allow it to realise its full potential, in 

terms of attracting talent, meeting skill shortages, preparing for technological 

change? 

Construction is an important driver to the economy in Scotland, if you look to the past it can 

be seen that many major economies used it to drive its economy out of recession. It can 

also be seen as a barometer to the overall economy, being the first to feel the economic 

impact of a downturn and the last to recover. 

To attract inward investment Scotland needs a robust construction sector, with a well 

qualified, skilled and competent workforce to deliver the houses, schools, hospitals, offices 

and infrastructure expected by both Scottish and international investors. 
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The sector in the past has done very well in realizing its potential to attract train and retain 

talent, however changes in society and young peoples expectations together with 

misgivings about the sector regarding continual and sustained employment may make it 

much less attractive as we move forward.  

Without doubt all sectors of the economy are fishing in a smaller talent pool when trying to 

recruit. Therefore to attract new talent Construction requires to make itself much more 

attractive for prospective candidates including within the gender and ethnicity areas, which 

it has failed to do in the past.  

Action is required to better promote the sector, especially in schools and amongst careers 

guidance teachers who seem to be adverse to construction employment.  

 

Skills Shortages and Training  

Skills shortages are always a concern especially when there is a good supply of work. At 

present we can augment shortages with overseas workers. This route may be closed to the 

industry in the future, therefore much more work is required to attract talent to the sector. 

This may be from differing areas such as mature workers changing occupations or trained 

talent moving to Scotland from within the UK. However, training the future workforce 

through Construction apprenticeships may be the only route open.   

 

10. How does Scotland’s apprenticeship system contribute to the sector? Is it doing 

enough to meet equality challenges in the sector?  

The sector, in the past, has done very well in realizing its potential to attract train and retain 

talent, however changes in society and young peoples expectations together with 

misgivings about the sector regarding continual and sustained employment may make it 

much less attractive as we move forward.  

Construction apprenticeships are the main way to deliver a Skilled workforce to the sector, 

appropriately qualified and competent, it is respected by employers and young people. The 

sector also helps support the college sector providing a great deal of funding in exchange 

for quality qualifications it also the largest sector for SVQ qualifications. 

Turning to promotion of the sector.  

All Construction Sectors have to be seen a career of choice, with better promotion to 

parents and candidates that shows possible career paths with properly rewarded 

progression routes linked to a raft of qualifications tied to wages. 
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For many years Scotland had enviable Construction qualifications that were recognised as 

the Gold standard within the UK. This gave construction apprentices a well-rounded training 

with transferable skills at the end of their successful training period.  

Scottish registration bodies oversaw industry wide collective bargaining of wages and 

conditions. These bodies have been decimated by decisions of both SQA and CITB. The 

changes to this system, which had worked well for many years is now allowing employers 

to set Government minimum wages and use in house contracts of employment, rather than 

those which are collectively bargained. This if not restrained may damage the industry. 

If the industry is serious about having a good talent pool it needs to have a registration body 

negotiating the wages and conditions mandatory for all of the industry. These wages and 

conditions should better reflect he expectations of today’s young people and at the very 

least should start at the living wage for the appropriate age group.  

Should government decide not to utilize the current registration bodies then a new pan 

industry one should be set up and appropriately funded. 

The industry requires full control of a specific Sector Skills Council for Scottish construction 

rather than the current system that is attached to CITB and currently does not work well for 

Scottish Construction qualifications, as can be seen by the recent disagreement between 

industry, CITB and SQA. 

CITB in Scotland is not working as well as it should especially in the area of bringing a 

pipeline of young people who want to work in the industry. The solution to this could be a 

more devolved or indeed independent Scottish Training Board for Construction with 

industry in control and deciding on required qualifications. 

Procurement   

11. How do public procurement practices and procedures impact on the sector?  

12. Do you have any suggestions on opportunities to enhance procurement practices 

across the sector?  

Infrastructure investment   

13. Considering the national infrastructure construction pipeline, is the planned pipeline 

sufficient? And has the sector got to the ability to meet the country’s infrastructure needs 

to drive growth?  

Innovation   

14. What are your views on the Construction Scotland Innovation Centre?  

15. Where are the opportunities for growth within sub-sectors, e.g. offsite construction?  

16. How will technological changes (e.g. robotics, automation) impact on the sector? How 

can Scotland take advantage of this change? 


